SLPP Student Research Assistant (SRA)  
(formerly known as SPB)

**AMOUNT ALLOWANCE**
- Diploma: RM 1,246
- Degree: RM 1,456
- Master: RM 1,872
- PhD: RM 2,496

**ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS**
1. Achieved a conferment result as GOOD PASS in latest examination result semester.
2. For degree student, need provide a letter of academic performance declaration

**CATEGORY**
1. Open to all students local and foreign (for foreign students is subject to the guideline by the Sponsoring Agencies (MOSTI, MOHE, external agencies etc)
2. Open throughout the semester

**GENERAL QUALIFICATION**
1. Can only be offered by Project Leader who has an active research grants.
2. Appointment cannot overlap with (GRA & Wages) from the same grants and for the same period of time.

**CONTACT**
Appointment Unit  
Email: unitlantikanrmc@utm.my  
Tel: 607 55 37890 / 37865